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ABSTRACT: We present an agenda for the future research that has the potential to ex-
tend the conceptual foundations of trust in online environments and to improve the 
practice in the domain. The agenda draws on the previous work on trust, the papers 
included in this Special Issue, and our perspective on the state of the literature. This 
agenda is structured into four components—nature and role of trust, moderators of 
trust, antecedents of trust, and empirical methods for examining trust.
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THE TEN PAPERS PUBLISHED IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE1 are obviously not intended to be the 
final word on the subject of trust in online environments, but they rather represent an 
attempt to broaden the scope of research on trust in online environments and spawn 
several new research avenues. Therefore, drawing upon the papers in this issue, previ-
ous work on trust, and our own perspective on the state of the literature, we present 
a future research agenda that in our view has the potential both to improve practice 
and extend the conceptual foundations of trust in online environments. This agenda 
is presented in four sections that deal with the nature and role of trust, moderators of 
trust, antecedents of trust, and empirical methods for examining trust.

The Nature and Role of Trust

PERHAPS THE FIRST ISSUE TO STUDY ABOUT TRUST, certainly one of great importance, is 
the dimensionality and longitudinal nature and role of trust in an online setting. This 
section also discusses what distinguishes trust from other related, albeit distinctly dif-
ferent constructs, such as trustworthiness, perceived risk, distrust, and uncertainty.

Dimensionality of Trust and Trustworthiness

To understand how trust operates, it is also important to examine the dimensionality 
of trust and perhaps reconsider the construct of trust in the context of online envi-
ronments. Trust in online environments is based on beliefs in the trustworthiness 
of a trustee, which is composed of three distinct dimensions—integrity, ability, and 
benevolence [11, 35]. Most research into trust in online environments has combined 
trust (which is the willingness to depend) and trustworthiness (which describes these 
three attributes of the trustee). It is true that making this separation statistically is hard 
[13], but the few studies that did do so found that not all trustworthiness dimensions 
are borne equal, and they influence behavioral outcomes in different ways. Gefen and 
Heart [14] showed that integrity primarily affects intentions to engage in a purchase, 
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while ability primarily affects intentions to inquire about the product without actually 
purchasing it. Pavlou and Dimoka [42] showed that benevolence has a stronger effect 
on price premiums than ability and integrity (credibility) in online auction market-
places. Future research could more seriously consider the distinction between trust 
and trustworthiness and the distinct dimensions of trustworthiness in order to tease 
out some subtle issues in terms of how trust operates.

The practical implications of such a distinction among the dimensions of trust 
could be profound, considering that trustworthiness deals with the trustor’s pertinent 
beliefs, specifically about a trustee that the trustor’s behavior depends upon, whereas 
trust deals with the willingness, a behavioral intention, by the trustor to engage in a 
behavior that depends on the trustee. This distinction between beliefs and behavioral 
intentions is highlighted in the much cited theory of planned behavior (TPB) [1]. 
Pavlou and Fygenson [43] viewed trust as both an attitudinal and a control belief to 
show that trust in a seller facilitates a buyer’s (trusting) intentions to transact with an 
online seller by enhancing the buyer’s attitudes and perceived behavioral control over 
the performance of the online transaction behavior. This study highlighted the practical 
distinction between trusting beliefs (a trustor’s beliefs about a trustee’s trustworthi-
ness) and trusting intentions (the trustor’s intentions to interact with a trustee). Future 
research could further explore the distinction between trust and trustworthiness when 
examining the dimensionality, nature, and role of trust in online environments.

The Longitudinal Nature and Role of Trust

Trust, of course, is not only about one-time interactions. Trust develops gradually as 
people interact with each other [5, 23], and therefore it is also important to study the 
longitudinal effects of trust on transaction decisions and other behavioral outcomes. 
Initially, trust is crucial, but its importance diminishes over time as people learn about 
those with whom they interact, and they start relying more on the usefulness of the 
interaction than trust on forming their behavioral intentions [17]. For example, a Web 
site of an online vendor is both an information technology (IT) system and a conduit 
to this vendor [18]. As an IT system, its perceived usefulness and perceived ease of 
use are the key determinants of its use, but as a conduit to the vendor, it is trust that 
is the key. New users, as well as experienced ones, choose whether to use the Web 
site based on both trust and the usefulness and ease of use consideration. New users, 
however, rely more on trust, whereas more experienced users rely more on perceived 
usefulness when making transaction decisions. In other words, the importance of trust 
as a key consideration decreases with experience [17]. Bearing this in mind, models 
should have examined how the importance of trust changes over time. However, models 
that examine the longitudinal effects of trust on various behavioral outcomes are still 
rare. Like Zahedi and Song [57, this issue, pp. 225–248], who leveraged a longitudinal 
laboratory experiment to demonstrate that the structure of trust changes over time, 
future research could opt for longitudinal studies of trust in online environments to 
uncover the unexplored nature and effects of trust over time.
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Trust and Perceived Risk

Trust is closely related to the concept of perceived risk [33]. The importance of 
perceived risk in e-commerce is well established [26] as well as the need for online 
vendors to provide assurances to their customers to reduce their risk perceptions [27]. 
Glover and Benbasat [21] further argue that because perceived risks are important 
determinants for some consumers’ reluctance to buy in online environments, a focus 
on risk (rather than on trust) may help researchers more easily identify IT tools that 
can reduce these perceived risks to overcome that reluctance. The authors identified 
three general risk categories: (1) consumers’ belief that functionalities offered by 
an Internet site to facilitate or enhance the primary service of the site might require 
too much time, too much effort, or too much money; (2) consumers’ belief that in-
formation revealed in the course of an e-commerce transaction might be misused; 
and (3) consumers’ belief that something purchased on the Web may not deliver the 
expected benefits. For each of these categories and their subcategories, Glover and 
Benbasat proposed a set of risk-reducing IT tools, e.g., a product recommendation 
agent provided by an independent third party may help in reducing the probability that 
a customer will choose the wrong product. Therefore, an integral part of the research 
agenda should compare the trust-enhancement versus risk-reduction approaches to 
increase e-commerce utilization and identify the different or similar roles IT artifacts 
play for each of these two approaches.

Trust and Distrust

Besides perceived risk, trust also applies in conjunction with distrust. Trust and distrust 
are not two sides of one continuum [34]. Including the construct of distrust in research 
in online environments is therefore an imperative now that research has established 
the importance of trust and identified several of the antecedents of trust. Extrapolat-
ing from prior theory [5], probably no less could be learned on why consumers stop 
transacting in online environments as on why they start transacting in the first place. 
Trust is built gradually [23], but once it is broken due to some adverse circumstances, 
things change drastically. Rather than the degree of trust declining a notch (similar 
to how it rises a notch when the trustees do behave as we expect), trust is shattered, 
and it is replaced with a totally different mind-set, what theory calls distrust. Just as 
trust is largely an irrational belief, so is distrust. The main difference between trust 
and distrust is that trust is about giving the trustee the credit that he or she probably 
will behave in an acceptable manner, and so deciding to ignore the vulnerabilities 
involved based on a subjective and irrational belief in the trustee, whereas distrust is 
about ruling out such credit up front, and so deciding to focus on potential vulner-
abilities. Distrust is conceptually a mind-set that suggests that the trustee should be 
avoided, and, if unavoidable, then the trustee should be treated with a distinct attempt 
to minimize potential vulnerabilities.

The papers by Charki and Josserand [6, this issue, pp. 175–197] and Wang and 
Benbasat [53, this issue, pp. 249–273] touch on this topic. Also Pavlou and Gefen [45] 
support this notion of the need to differentiate between trust and distrust. Pavlou and 
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Gefen examined the effects of psychological contract violation (PCV)—what happens 
to the buyer’s mind-set when the seller is perceived to have acted opportunistically. 
The results showed that PCV moderates the effect of both trust and perceived risk 
on transaction intentions in online auction marketplaces, making trust weaker and 
perceived risk stronger. Moreover, the data showed that PCV also moderates how the 
perceived effectiveness of institutional structures in the online auction marketplace 
affects trust and perceived risk, making the effect on trust weaker and the effect on 
perceived risk stronger. Interestingly, until a PCV occurred, people conducted their 
online transactions by relying on trust. However, when PCV occurred, the people’s 
mind-set switched from concentrating on trust to concentrating on perceived risk: the 
perceived effectiveness of institutional structures affected perceived risk (but not trust), 
and perceived risk (but not trust) affected transaction intentions. A potential research 
agenda is to look at other antecedents of distrust, compare them with antecedents of 
trust, and examine whether trust and distrust have distinct antecedents.

Trust and Product Uncertainty

The literature on trust in online environments has focused on seller trustworthiness and 
how buyers can build trust in sellers to facilitate transactions in online environments 
(e.g., [10, 18, 39, 40]). This framework is particularly accurate when dealing with new 
products where the product can be easily described and there is little product uncertainty 
[4]. In such cases, the only concern is whether sellers will ex post act opportunisti-
cally by not delivering the product. However, this paradigm is not very accurate when 
dealing with experience products where buyers are mostly concerned about inferring 
product quality and characteristics. In such cases, buyers’ trust in sellers is focused on 
whether sellers faithfully describe product quality, and the vulnerability is primarily 
about product misrepresentation due to lack of seller integrity. This is especially pro-
nounced in online environments where it is not as easy for sellers to describe product 
characteristics [24, 25]. Such potential misunderstandings may result in an increased 
dependence on the seller’s benevolence, previously found to be mostly an insignificant 
belief. As e-commerce moves from primarily new and search products to experience 
products, trust as related to product understanding and its underlying dimensions are 
likely to have a different role that could be the topic of future research.

Moderators of Trust

THE SECOND RESEARCH THEME WE PROPOSE to examine in our research agenda deals with 
the effects of potential moderators on trust. These include culture, gender, personality, 
and institutional structures.

Trust and Behavioral Outcomes Across Cultures and Gender

Although the literature has shown that trust affects behavioral outcomes across cultures 
[14, 19, 31, 41, 48], this may not necessarily be the case. Trust may affect people in 
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different cultures differently, as theorized and empirically shown by Cyr [7, this issue, 
pp. 47–72], by Kim [28, this issue, pp. 13–45], by Turel, Yuan, and Connelly [50, 
this issue, pp. 123–151], and by Vance, Elie-dit-cosaque, and Straub [51, this issue, 
pp. 73–100]. This would be in accordance with Hofstede [22], who envisions trust as 
one of the basic differentiating characteristics among societies. Although theoretical 
research suggests such an effect [9], there is a scant literature on this topic, both in 
online and in traditional environments.

Trust may have different influences across genders. Awad and Ragowsky [3, this 
issue, pp. 101–121] showed that men and women are affected by trust differently. 
This may have a lot to do with the way social presence is created online, and how it 
may differ between men and women, as was shown in the literature in the case of e-
mail [16] and Internet stores [12]. Future research could take culture and gender into 
account more seriously when examining the effects of trust on behavioral outcomes. 
Attitude toward gender differences is also a primary dimension of culture [22], and 
it should therefore also determine the effects of trust [9].

Trust and Personality

Research could also examine how personality traits relate to trust. Personality traits and 
trust are both key elements of how people relate to each other. Although the literature 
has mostly ignored this side of trust, albeit recognizing how trusting disposition af-
fects trust [10, 36], there is a good reason to believe that personality may affect how 
people rely on trust. Arguably, how people solve problems should also apply to how 
they deal with social problems that require trust, because trust determines how much 
people are willing to accept the information others provide. Because a main raison 
d’être of IT systems is supporting human interaction, there is good reason to believe 
that adding a trust perspective to other management information systems (MIS) 
theories could present intriguing and interesting insights, and it is thus proposed as a 
promising research agenda topic.

Trust and the Influence of Context on Behavioral Outcomes

Much research on trust has examined how trust affects a host of behavioral outcomes, 
usually intentions to engage in a behavior that brings the trustor into a state of vulner-
ability. However, the literature has largely ignored the conditions under which trust 
has a varying effect on behavioral intentions, thereby assuming a trust always has an 
unconditional positive effect on behavioral outcomes [15]. This is an oversimplifica-
tion of the context in which trust operates, and an important research question is to 
examine how trust affects behavioral intentions. The literature on the effects of trust 
on behavioral outcomes has shown a linear relationship, assuming an unconditional 
positive effect of trust. However, this is not necessarily the case, given that the insti-
tutional context of e-commerce and online marketplaces may moderate the effects of 
trust. Indeed, in the context of online auction marketplaces, Gefen and Pavlou [15] 
argued that institutional structures moderate the effects of buyers’ trust on transaction 
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intentions with sellers in online auctions in a quadratic (inverted-U) fashion. This is 
consistent with Charki and Josserand [6, this issue, pp. 175–197], who showed that 
the institutional environment of online reverse auctions shapes the dynamics of trust. 
Future research could examine the broader institutional, societal, and market context 
in which trust operates, and thus help qualify the potentially nonlinear relationship 
between trust and behavioral outcomes.

Antecedents of Trust

Trust and the IT Artifact

ANOTHER AREA WHERE TRUST IN E-COMMERCE research can be advanced is the relationship 
between trust and the IT artifact. The study of IT artifacts as they relate to trust in, and 
the adoption of, e-commerce is at a preliminary stage in MIS research partly due to 
the fact that adapting trust concepts from the interpersonal domain to the domain of 
human–technology interaction has encountered skepticism by some MIS researchers, 
even though the “computers are social actors” paradigm [37, 38] clearly delineated the 
applicability of interpersonal trust theories to the domain of trust in IT artifacts.

Nonetheless, recently, several papers have been published that have demonstrated 
that people consider recommendation agents [2, 30, 53] and other technologies [51] 
to be objects of trust, and that these trust perceptions can influence one’s adoption 
of that artifact [52]. Yet, we do not have a conceptual framework, nor taxonomy of 
constructs, to guide such research by identifying the constructs of importance and 
for deriving propositions. Therefore, one research agenda that we suggest is that of 
developing a theory or set of theories that identify the IT artifact constructs that have 
the potential to increase trust in e-commerce, and further indicate how these constructs 
can be integrated into technology adoption models, such as the TPB [1].

A related issue is to identify why risk and trust beliefs arise and how IT artifacts 
can be utilized according to the perceived sources of these beliefs. For example, 
Xiao and Benbasat [56] identify different types of product-based deception that can 
be intentionally perpetrated by Web vendors and how IT can be utilized to facilitate 
such deception to reduce customers’ risks. A possible research agenda would be to 
derive a taxonomy of IT-based tools that would assist customers to detect deception, 
investigate how such tools differ from or are similar to the risk-reducing IT tools 
mentioned above, and determine which approach (IT-supported risk reduction or 
deception detection) is better for increasing e-commerce adoption.

In order to conduct such research on the IT artifact, there is a need to have conceptual 
clarity about whether trust is a behavioral or an object-based belief [55]. If it is an 
object-based belief, then it would not be appropriate to have it as a direct antecedent 
to adoption intentions which are influenced by behavioral beliefs. We suggest that 
the target of trust is usually an object (such as trust in the ability and integrity of a 
recommendation agent that is a component of a Web site), the availability of which 
leads to a behavioral belief (that using the Web site would lead to an efficient product 
search), which in turn influences the adoption of that Web site.
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Trust Building with Text

The literature on trust in online environments has largely focused on building trust 
by identifying and testing antecedents of trust (e.g., Gefen et al. [18], Lowry, Vance, 
Moody, Beckman, and Read [32, this issue, pp. 199–224], Pavlou [39], Pavlou and 
Gefen [44], Pavlou et al. [46], Tang, Hu, and Smith [49, this issue, pp. 153–173], 
Wang and Benbasat [53, this issue, pp. 249–273]). Besides IT artifacts that help build 
trust, such as recommendation agents, recent work has shown that the text content 
of online Web sites helps buyers build trust in sellers and influence prices [20, 42]. 
This is because the textual information contained in Web sites about seller descrip-
tions and consumers’ past transaction experience can help buyers infer signals of 
seller trustworthiness. Moreover, in contrast to traditional environments, consumers 
in online environments are not passive recipients of information, but they are active 
participants in the transaction process [47]. Therefore, because text information can 
provide specific information about the seller’s ability, integrity, and benevolence [42], 
online consumers could actively process this detailed information to form their trans-
action decisions. Hence, future research could focus on the trust-building potential of 
textual information in online environments.

Empirical Methods for Examining Trust

BESIDES EXISTING METHODS (e.g., field interviews, case studies, surveys, experiments, 
econometric analysis, analytical modeling) for examining trust in online environ-
ments, other techniques are emerging that can be used to better understand the nature, 
antecedents, and consequences of trust in online environments.

Trust and Cognitive Neuroscience

Recent advances in functional neuroimaging techniques have introduced the potential 
of cognitive neuroscience in the social sciences and spawned great interest among 
academics in economics, psychology, and marketing. Trust has been an interesting 
topic among cognitive neuroscientists. When subjects were playing the “trust game”2 
in the functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) scanner, King-Casas et al. [29] 
showed activation in a brain area called the caudate nucleus when a subject showed 
benevolent behavior, while this brain activation subdued when a subject exhibited 
malevolent behavior. The authors also showed that the level of activation in the caudate 
nucleus increased when the monetary amount at stake in the trust game increased. 
Activation levels in the caudate nucleus also predicted whether the subjects would act 
cooperatively in the next round of the game. In contrast, also using fMRI techniques, 
Winston et al. [54] showed activation in brain areas associated with intense nega-
tive emotions (amygdala and right insular cortex) when the subjects perceived other 
people as untrustworthy. The fact that trust and distrust are associated with distinct 
brain areas also suggests that functional neuroimaging studies support the distinction 
between the two constructs.
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The potential of cognitive neuroscience in information systems (IS) research has 
been recently proposed [8]. There are several avenues for future research by using 
functional neuroimaging techniques to understand trust in online environments. First, 
the literature can identify the neural correlates of trust—that is, which areas of the 
brain are activated when a person engages in various trust-related activities or trust-
building stimuli. This can help identify the potential of trust-building mechanisms 
in terms of their potential to activate areas of the brain associated with trust. Studies 
can also identify the dimensionality of trust by trying to examine if it is possible to 
identify the neural correlates of different dimensions of trust (ability, integrity, and 
benevolence). Because different areas of the brain are associated with cognitive and 
emotional decisions, it is also possible to examine whether trust has a cognitive (ra-
tional, calculative) and an emotional component by examining brain activations in 
response to trust-related decisions that involve both cognitive and emotional aspects. 
In sum, the trust literature in online environments can substantially benefit from the 
cognitive neuroscience literature and functional neuroimaging studies, and this could 
be an interesting avenue for future research.

Conclusion

THE PURPOSE OF THE SPECIAL ISSUE IS TO SPAWN several new avenues for future research. 
Some ideas are presented in this paper, but we hope that the papers in this issue will 
entice researchers to pursue other exciting ideas for further extending the literature 
on trust in online environments.

NOTES

1. For a brief summary of the ten papers in this issue, see Benbasat, Gefen, and Pavlou 
“Special Issue: Trust in Online Environments” (this issue, pp. 5–11).

2. In the trust game (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trust_game), one of the subjects acts as a 
decision maker and receives a monetary amount. The first subject is told that he or she can send 
any amount of the initial amount to the second subject. Every dollar sent by the first subject is 
tripled by the experimenter before it reaches the second subject, who then gets to decide how 
much of the tripled money to keep and how much to send back to the first subject. After the 
second subject decides how much money to return, the game ends. The trust game is repeated 
many times as the two subjects build a reputation for benevolent or malevolent reciprocity.
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